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How can we ever hope to attain this? Consider how information is organized, not just within one database system but across
all information resources that are accessible over an internet or
intranet of connected computers. Although we use the Web for
many purposes, a human must make the decision about where to
navigate and how to interpret what is on a Web page or in a data
table. HTML links do not specify what kind of thing they point
to, they simply point. Currently, the Web is not sufficiently interpretable to allow the automatic identification of content within documents describing, for example, gene-specific information or whether a disease is known to be associated with a particular gene. Humans must first interpret the page by reading it,
and then by either cutting and pasting the information or by
writing short programs, they must “scrape” it from targeted
pages to be indexed elsewhere. Considering all the computing
power available today, it’s perplexing that users still end up having to do a lot of manual work and that the meaning of text is
still not available within an automated framework.
The Semantic Web (SW) (www.w3.org/2001/sw/) is a model for the Web proposed by Tim Berners-Lee, director of the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) (www.w3.org), to create
a universal mechanism for information exchange by giving
meaning (that is, semantics), in a machine-interpretable way,
to the content of documents and data on the Web (3, 4). The
W3C is helping direct SW activities through the definition of
standards, markup languages, and key applications. The keystone standards are the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) for describing objects and relations between them in an
XML syntactical form, and Web Ontology Language (OWL,
based on RDF) for specifying the ontologies (semantic systems of concepts and relations). OWL ontologies are used to
define the types of objects and how they can relate to one another within an RDF document. These two Web-based language systems allow one to define multiple sets of ontologies
and data models that can work in combination throughout internets and intranets, to support true information integration.
The key ingredient for these systems is the concept of a Universal Resource Identifier (URI) for each entity referenced from
a document (aside from literal strings and numbers). For example, a gene would have a URI specifying it (subject) as a unique
entity and where it could be found (similar to the URLs your
browser uses, but with types), as would each element in a list of
properties and relations for that gene (predicate-object). Together the URIs can form a system of subject-verb-object statements, or triples, that define relations between things. Many applications of SW in the life sciences have been proposed (5). In
molecular biology, one could state, for example, that <gene A>
<has product> <protein B>; or in proposing disease therapies,
that <cancer ALL> <can be treated with> <drug Z> .
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If you’ve ever driven with your kids for a long distance, you’ve
probably heard them ask “Are we there yet?” Although it sounds
like a silly question, it implies that they are expecting to be at
the destination already. In this era of “-omics,” many of us are
wondering if we really are “there” with the necessary tools and
standards for data integration and interoperability, or are we just
fooling ourselves?
Let us first consider some basics. Scientific research relies
on researchers sharing information and knowledge in meaningful ways, not simply on the transmission of disassociated chunks
of data. Although proper computational methods and effective
data-exchange protocols are key elements of modern scientific
practice, they themselves cannot advance the scientific process.
Critical interpretation of experimentally derived information
and the consolidation of knowledge from multiple lines of reasoning are central to building and testing new hypotheses and
are the essential elements that drive the scientific process of debate and rebuttal. Yet we still need information systems and
tools to better support this process of converting and analyzing
data, aggregating ideas, and reasoning about insights. In a recent report on drug development (1), the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration has acknowledged the need for “a knowledge
base built not just on ideas from biomedical research, but on reliable insights into the pathway to patients.” Much still needs to
be done to meet these goals.
A major concern in the life sciences is how to deal with
the exponential growth in the amount of data, as well as the
increasing variety of its forms. By some accounts, the
amount of data captured yearly is approaching about 1 exabyte (1018 bytes). As a standard for comparison, the number
of words ever spoken by humans totals about 12 exabytes
(2). Yet the essential problem is not how to store large
amounts of data (Moore’s law comes to the rescue) but how
best to distill and manage valuable insights from them
through the application of analytical and data-mining methods. The derived information is used for higher-level reasoning and decision-making but is often represented simply as
text (and usually in PowerPoint slides). However, although
words can be indexed, meaning is not as easily cataloged,
thereby limiting how such information can be searched and
retrieved. In addition, words often have multiple meanings
(polysemy) depending on the context and the audience, requiring further clarification. To overcome these limitations,
contextual information must also be encoded in formal ways
to allow both evidence and interpretation to be explicitly
linked to each other.
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Fig. 1. Topical areas and data sources within the life sciences that are accessible to a Semantic Web.

Because URIs are unique, the ensemble of related statements
forms a network of relations (specifically, a directed graph of
object-relationship-object triples) that a computer program can
automatically parse and understand. URIs can have different
name spaces, each prefixed by a colon to the resource or relation (myDefinition:target versus yourDefinition:target), making
each one globally unique so that polysemy can be handled. A
special case of URI is the Universal Named Resource (URN),
of which the Life Science Identifier (LSID) is a proposed life
sciences data identifier standard (6). LSIDs have the syntactical
form <urn:lsid:authority:database: identifier[:versions]>, and
represent unique, immutable data objects with links to metadata
and dynamic relations that are created and versioned by different authorities. Documents referring to the same LSID share a
common URI. Consequently, any application with knowledge of
one document can find the other document by simply “walking
along the graph” across shared LSIDs, thereby aggregating all
data and documents, a process that today is being reinvented
thousands of times by software developers in nonstandard ways.
A semantic model can have a profound affect on how research
data can be organized in meaningful bundles. Relations that exist
in the minds of scientists can be explicitly defined and used to
aggregate genomic, proteomic, cellular, physiological, and chemical data, even if these data exist in different databases with different schemas. Ontologies defined with the new OWL standard
can automatically take advantage of this aggregating property today. The emerging BioPAX ontology for exchanging molecular
pathways (www.biopax.org) is based on OWL and can use this
feature to convert pathway information about molecules and reactions to a common format. Consequently, any pathway database
using OWL standards (BioCYC and BIND are planning to use

the BioPAX-OWL standard, and GeneOntology and UMLS will
be available in OWL soon, see Fig. 1) can be accessed and its results returned in RDF using the BioPAX ontology.
Semantic definitions serve as “smart glue” to specify which
objects are related to others, and the established relations can be
managed in a separate system outside of the current databases.
In drug development, semantics must be specified for both the
domain (biology, chemistry, pharmacology, or clinical) and the
business process (therapeutic strategy, compound progression,
or New Drug Application submission). Because many such processes are confined to different stages of drug development and
in different parts of the organization (sometimes referred to as
silos), the SW model may offer a practical solution to bridge the
different areas of basic research, drug development, and clinical
trials. Researchers will be able to annotate findings and decisions in ways that can be understood by both humans and
machines. This will be necessary in order to derive knowledge
from vast numbers of analyses and to propose strategies for how
to advance projects. By applying inference rules to large bodies
of aggregated facts and hypotheses, new knowledge can be produced seamlessly and accountably.
The SW will not only improve server-side applications (for
example, Web services and database systems) but the client side
as well. This new system will usher in a new generation of
browsers that not only render the semantic documents visually
but aggregate select information referenced by documents and
data objects. Automated rules can then be applied to filter or
create new relations for the aggregated information that is to be
viewed, so that users are not overwhelmed by too much data.
The browser component that makes this possible is an intelligent information organizer and viewer called a “semantic lens”
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isb-sib.ch/~ejain/rdf/). If data objects are assigned a universal
identifier (either through LSIDs or another standard), then
even if only some of the necessary ontologies have been built,
the data can be uniquely mapped on the Web and semantically
wrapped (by either the data authorities or by local research
communities). This would be an example of a “bottom-up”
approach, which has proven to be quite practical in the case
of the Gene Ontology Consortium (15). Where XML standards already exist [such as at the National Center for
Biotechnology Information; MAGE (MicroArray and Gene
Expression) for gene expression; CML (Chemical Markup
Language) for chemical entities; and CDISC (Clinical Data
Interchange Standards Consortium) for clinical data], conversion into SW forms is possible using XML transform tools
(see www.w3.org/2005/02/13-KEGG/). Where query (SQL)
interfaces exist, RDF query-mapping tools such as SqlDB
(www.w3.org/2004/10/04-pharmaFederate/) can be used to
federate databases through RDF. On a larger scale, the myGrid (16) (www.mygrid.org.uk/) and REWERSE (http://
rewerse.net/) projects are investigating the potential of the
SW in the context of bioinformatics and analytical workflows. Once information is in RDF/OWL format, it can be aggregated, f iltered, and managed with semantic browsers
such as Haystack.
To help facilitate the coordination of activities based on real scientific needs and practical strategies, an SW for Life Sciences Interest Group has been formed at W3C to bring the
requirements of scientists into close proximity with the semantic
technologies community. At the Life Science Semantic Web Workshop held in October 2004 (www.w3.org/2004/10/
swls-workshop-report.html), it became clear that there are many
critical needs that may be met by such approaches, and that many
of the resources and tools available today could be applied. We invite the life science communities to participate together and begin
realizing this vision.
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that is defined to identify specific meaning within a particular
chunk of information. The semantic lens contains user interface
information as well as a collection of logic rules that can be applied to specific semantically defined information to pull together complex information from different sources and render
the ensemble in meaningful ways. For instance, consider the following scenario:
A scientist searches for a protein in a molecular pathways
database. Once found, it is returned along with a description of
its properties, a result similar to what is currently returned from
the UniProt database. In addition, the semantic lens used by this
scientist’s browser application requests pathway information for
up to five reactions away from the query point. The rule selects
only those reactions in a signal transduction pathway, so no
metabolic reactions are rendered in the view. The lens then directs the browser to use a graph view component to show the
pathway content as a graph and the protein information in a
lower frame. The scientist annotates this graph directly, noting
any protein features, and shares these insights with collaborators. All of the information captured is retrievable from any of
the individual molecular components and in the context of the
scientist’s particular research project.
What is seen through a lens is also represented logically
(and is therefore storable and retrievable). Because lenses are
defined with RDF and usually do not require programming,
users can add new features to them and share them with each
other, allowing scientists to define and enhance their view of
biological knowledge. An excellent example of a semantic
browser is the Haystack project at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (7).
Semantic lenses will also have a major impact on how we
create and use portals, which are Web sites designed for integrating various Web-based resources into a common user view.
However, there is no mechanism to specify relations between
entities contained within the portal views, and so no tangible
summary can be constructed from the resources. All that would
be required is for each portal subview to define a URI for each
of its content objects: text, data fields, chemical structures,
tables, images, etc. This would allow any other element or service to “identify” any of the viewable objects throughout the intranet via the SW model.
In the SW paradigm, we begin to consider biological, chemical,
and clinical information as part of a viewable and computable web
of related facts and hypotheses, not simply as disassociated data
bundles. Many of the data models currently used (such as that used
within GenBank) were defined at a time when sequence data was
submitted in chunks and delimited by technical constraints. More
current databases such as Entrez (8) and Reactome (9) have much
more intrinsic connectivity to related information of diverse forms.
However, the semantics are implicit and are only seen in the eyes of
scientists; these must be made explicit and accessible in order for
SW applications to fully use the information. Investigations exploring semantic approaches have been discussed for medical language
systems (10), health care management (11), chemistry (12), cancer
research (13), and clinical trial management (14).
So how do we proceed? The good news is that there is already a lot of structured information that is accessible on the
Web; most life science data objects and documents can be
uniquely tracked with URLs. In some case, data sources such
as UniProt have already been converted to RDF (www.
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